Introduction. The 2-components of the stable homotopy groups ^2n+i(CPI'CP
n~l ) of stunted complex projective space are here tabulated, up to group extension, for 8 Si S13. For earlier work, including computation of these groups for i g 7, see [8], [2] 
in which h is the Hurewicz homomorphism.
In view of Toda's formula the value of h is needed to deduce T2n+2tU(n). We include this data as (2.3) and give in (2.5 We denote n dimensional Euclidean space by R n and let H m be m dimensional Hausdorff measure.
It is well known that distributions of the type described in the title may alternately be characterized as corresponding to H n measurable real valued functions ƒ with the following property: There exists a sequence of infinitely differentiable real valued functions fj on R n such that lim f \fj-f\dH n = Q and liminf f \\Dfu\dH* < <*> for every compact subset K of R n . The class of such functions ƒ is now widely regarded as the proper generalization to n > 1 of the class of those functions on R which are H 1 equivalent to functions with finite total variation on every compact interval. However up to now there has been lacking an extension to n>\ of the basic classical results describing the continuity properties of functions with locally finite variation, namely that the set of points of discontinuity is countable and that one-sided limits exist everywhere. At first sight such an
